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Abstract. Recently, a number of projects (both from academia and in-
dustry) have examined decentralized public key infrastructures (PKI)
based on blockchain technology. These projects vary in scope from full-
fledged domain name systems accompanied by a PKI to simpler trans-
parency systems that augment the current HTTPS PKI. In this paper,
we start by articulating, in a way we have not seen before, why this ap-
proach is more than a complementary composition of technologies, but
actually a new and useful paradigm for thinking about who is actually
authoritative over PKI information in the web certificate model. We then
consider what smart contracts could add to the web certificate model,
if we move beyond using a blockchain as passive, immutable (subject
to consensus) store of data — as is the approach taken by projects like
Blockstack. To illustrate the potential, we develop and experiment with
an Ethereum-based web certificate model we call Ghazal, discuss di↵erent
design decisions, and analyze deployment costs.

1 Introductory Remarks

The blockchain data structure and consensus mechanism has received sig-
nificant interest since being introduced as the underlying technology of the
cryptocurrency Bitcoin in Satoshi Nakamoto’s (pseudonymous) 2008 whitepa-
per [25]. In 2014, Buterin presented a new blockchain based application known
as Ethereum [10]. As a blockchain-based distributed public network, Ethereum
implements a decentralized virtual machine, known as the Ethereum Virtual Ma-
chine (EVM), which allows network nodes to execute deployed programmable
smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain [31].This platform enables develop-
ers to create and execute blockchain applications called decentralized applications
(dapps) that are executed correctly according to the consensus of the network.
A Dapp’s code and data is stored in a decentralized manner on the blockchain.
Dapps or smart contracts are now often written in a high level programming
language such as Solidity which is syntactically similar to Java [1]. Digital smart
contracts were first described Nick Szabo in 1993 [28], however they reached a
high level of adoption through blockchain technology.

One application of blockchain technology that has received some research and
commercial interest is the idea of replacing (or augmenting) the web certificate
model used by clients (OS and browsers) to form secure communication channels
with web-servers (described in more detail below). This model has been plagued
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